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Increasing waste paper cost, shorter supply situations in combination with decreasing furnish quality has led 
in the past 12 months to a significant increase on demand for technological possibilities to overcome this 
situation. An additional challenge is the increased amount of digital printed media in the furnish.

EDT has been commercializing enzymatic treatments for over 20 years, starting with its Enzynk® program to 
address quality, cost, and run ability issues for deinking and recycling. The primary goals of these mill-tailored 
treatments are to provide superior ink and contaminants detachment, giving lower final dirt counts, increased 
brightness in the final product, stickies control, and a higher yield throughout the system. EDT is unique 
in how we value engineer our eco-friendly enzymatic products to gain favorable economic advantages in 
producing a final paper product.

EDT’s patented enzymatic deinking technology utilizing Enzynk® leverages a variety of mechanisms to greatly 
enhance ink, ash and stickies detachment from the cellulose fiber and as a result provide much greater 
opportunity for removal through the waste paper processing plant, particularly across the flotation and 
washing.

Improved ink, ash and stickies detachment is leading to:

• Increased brightness

• Reduced dirt

• Increased yield and efficiency

• Improved paper machine run ability

Tailored enzyme blends are offering a huge advantage to react quickly on changes in the process, like furnish 
change, rebuilds and changed demand on final paper quality.

Mill examples showing the possibilities of enzymatic deinking application in daily production. Majority of the 
presented results have been jointly being achieved with Kartonfabrik Buchmann GmbH. These examples 
will show how enzymatic deinking has improved the final paper board quality, as well as reduced the net 
production cost of the deinking fiber.

In summary, enzymatic deinking is enabling to produce more, better and lower cost tons.


